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Abstract
In this paper we use a Kinect camera to monitor extensively human movements and evaluate facial expressions in order to
implement a smart video surveillance system in a house inhabited with people with Autism Spectrum Disorders. The main
problem here is to select the best approach by testing and analyzing several gesture recognition algorithms.
Despite the tests are made on people without Autism Spectrum Disorders, its known that people with Autism Spectrum 
Disorders usually reveal stereotypic motor behaviors and characteristic reactions to social interactions. In most cases the
diagnosis techniques are subjective because they rely on the experience of the parents with the children and the time spent
with the doctor is very little in order to be made a complete examination to the children’s natural behavior [1] [2] [3].
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1. Introduction 
There are many different approaches to diagnose Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD’s) and generally they 
are very subjective. Mainly there are several tables with questions about the behavior of the toddler. To fill 
these forms, the person in question must live together every day with the kid in question and be impartial when 
evaluating the behaviour [4]. Most parents may be in this situation but there is a factor of protection when 
talking about their kids. Because of this situation many times there are inaccurate answers [5] [6]. 
Our goal is to make this process less subjective via monitoring systems of the toddler’s natural behaviour. In 
this way there is a need to create an intelligent video surveillance system in order to be possible for the 
caregivers to have more control over the toddler’s behaviours by monitoring movements and reactions of the 
toddlers to stimuli. 
2. Methods 
In this case we found out that the Kinect sensor by Microsoft is the most suitable due to its ability to monitor 
the joints in three dimensions and also get facial expressions. This way we can access a set of features that can 
be used to detect and identify gestures made in front of the sensor and get the natural reaction to stimuli. 
The main goal is to provide an innovative ASD’s online monitoring. After the gestures are detected there 
must be a filtering method in order to differentiate the information that is important to this study and the 
information that can be discarded.  All the data resulting from this process is saved in a database with the 
patient’s personal information. 
2.1. Data retrieval 
The raw data taken from the Kinect sensor corresponds to the X, Y and Z coordinates of the joints of the 
hands, elbows and shoulders like we can observe in the green points on the Fig. 1. The points are recorded 
obeying to the coordinate system below [7]. 
 
Fig. 1. Points tracked by the Kinect sensor and Kinect sensor coordinate system [7] 
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It is needed to optimize the information in order improve the data processment and deliver an online 
recognition system. To achieve this we use a smaller set of joints than the Kinect sensor can offer. We need to 
use reference points, namely, the center between the shoulders to pre-process the data and to be able to simplify 
the recognition of the gestures that in most of the times involve the upper body members. 
There is an importance to the pre-processing of the data by normalizing and centering because we need to 
eliminate the effect of the distance of the subject to the camera. 
The data is retrieved at a rate of 31 frames per second and each gesture takes a minimum of 6 frames to be 
classified since the algorithms used are not sensitive to the duration of the gesture, but there must be a 
minimum number of frames to be classified. 
We must consider the possibilities of the rotation movements in front of the sensor, since the gesture seems 
different to the point of view of the camera if a person is directly in front or sideways. In order to solve this 
issue, it is applied a 2D rotation to all the points recorded related to the Z and X coordinates, this way the line 
between the two shoulders is transformed in the X axis. This angle is calculated between the X axis and the line 
between the two shoulders and the rotation operation performed is explicit below. 
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Equation 1: 2D rotation 
After this process there is a need to save the gesture data in XML. This way, the data saved is easily red by 
any human being and accessed throw the application. This way, we save each gesture with all the frames, on 
each frame we save each articulation and on each articulation we save the X, Y and Z values corresponding to 
the coordinate system. 
2.2. Gesture detection 
2.2.1. Dynamic Time Warping algorithm 
 
In what concerns to the detection of gestures, first we need to find some algorithms and test them. In this 
paper we are testing the Dynamic Time Warping and the Hidden Markov Models [8]. These two algorithms are 
selected because of its nature of dynamic programming and they are mostly used in time series pattern 
recognition. This way we don’t need to worry about how much time one person takes to do the gesture despite 
the type of gesture that it’s made or its complexity. 
The Dynamic Time Warping algorithm measures similarities between patterns that can change in terms of 
duration, so there is an elastic characteristic to this algorithm that may be very useful [8]. 
The main mechanics of this is explained below. 
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Fig. 2. DTW example [9] 
This algorithm works its way through the best line that allows the two time series alignment. This line is 
found by the measure of the Euclidean distance between each point of the reference sequence and the query 
sequence [9]. These distances are added and the best path is found by the least cost path or the path with the 
least distance. This is the main goal of the algorithm process but there are four rules to be respected: 
x The first and last point of the path must coincide with the first and last point of the two sequences. 
x The natural order of the time continuum must not be violated, in other words the path must never 
go backwards in the time series [10]. 
x The size of the horizontal and vertical steps must be defined by the user and respected. 
x Each point of the query index must have at least one correspondence. No jumps in time are 
allowed. 
In the graphs below we can see the first rule violated on b) the second rule violated on c), the third rule 
violated on d) and no rule violated on a) [9]. 
 
Fig. 3. Dynamic Time Warping rules [12] 
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The mechanics of the algorithm is explicit is the schema below. Each time there is a comparison between 
two points, one of the original time series (recorded gesture) and the time series we want to compare (gesture 
performed by the person in front of the camera) there are three options: go diagonal, go up or go down. 
 
Fig. 4. Dynamic Time Warping mechanics 
In order to detect if no gesture is being made there is a threshold to define if the comparison is valid or 
invalid. So we can be doing nothing and there is no gesture recognized. This algorithm will be comparing the 
gesture made in front of the camera with a list of recorded gestures.  
In a practical matter, in order to get the most interesting results with this algorithm, the gestures must be 
well recorded, because this way the recognition is made more effectively. Firstly we calculate how much time a 
person takes to perform an action, secondly we must record the same gesture several times in order to get some 
generalization. The amount of time we think it is the most commonly used by a person to perform an action is 
about one second. 
The comparison with several sequences of the same gesture is inevitable. If there are many variations of the 
same gesture and to avoid the misclassification there must be a system to compare equal gestures. So we also 
implemented an alternative system that compares the gesture we want to classify with all the gestures but 
instead of choosing the most probable gesture like in the standard DTW, we make the mean probability 
between the gestures that are equal and choose from there. In order to find the best approach we tested both 
solutions. 
2.2.2. Hidden Markov Models algorithm 
 
The Hidden Markov Models algorithm are often used on voice recognition problems which are time series 
sequences. This algorithm works through states and outputs and each state depends on the previous one and 
each exit depends only on the correspondent state. In this type of algorithm the probabilities of transition 
between states ሺܽଵଵǡ ܽଵଶǡ ܽଵଷǥሻ and the probability of a state to produce an output y ሺܾଵଵǡ ܾଵଶǡ ܾଵଷǥሻ are visible. 
However the state X is not visible. 
Because in this algorithm we only can observe the outputs, there is a need to determine all the variables only 
looking at these. The dynamics of the Hidden Markov Models are explicit in the figure below. 
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Fig. 5. Hidden Markov Models schema [11] 
As we can observe, all the states can produce all the outputs and each state only depends on the state before 
[12] [13]. 
There are three main problems that must be solved in this process: 
x Determine the probability of a determinate state to produce an output. 
x Determine the probability of a state transit to another. 
x Determine the probability of existing a determinate sequence of states. 
On this subject we trained two kinds of learning algorithms: the Viterbi algorithm [14] and the Baum-Welch 
algorithm [15]. The main reason of existence of these algorithms is to solve these issues. On one hand, on the 
Baum-Welch algorithm, the global transition and emission probabilities of the hidden states are calculated with 
each iteration [16]. On the other hand, with the Viterbi learning algorithm only the present iteration contributes 
to the present calculation of the probabilities reducing the computational complexity [17]. 
To apply this to the issue in matter we train each group of gestures as a Markov model in order to calculate 
all the variables. Each output represents one part of the movement and, consequently the sequence of hidden 
states affects directly this sequence. 
After training all the models or in other words after training all the gestures, it is possible to determine 
which one is being performed in front of the camera. 
3. Results 
The results were obtained through a series of repetitions of the gestures made by 19 people. Each algorithm 
was tested using the method leave one out. The gestures performed, for now, are very simple in order to see the 
performance of the several algorithms. 
The measures of specificity and sensibility are the most important on algorithm performance [18]. The 
sensibility reflects the fraction of times that a gesture was performed and well classified. The specificity is the 
fraction of times that no gesture was performed and was classified as such. 
Each set of data is obtained with a more restrictive setting of the respective algorithm. As we can conclude 
from the section above, the HMM algorithm variations have a certain set of settings and the DTW algorithm 
variations have other set of settings (respecting the rules). For comparison, the DTW algorithms (first two 
columns) use the same settings and the same happens on the last two columns in the HMM algorithms test. 
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Table 1: Sensibility and Specificity of the various algorithms 
  DTW DTWmean HMM Baum-Welch HMM Viterbi 
Set 
1 
Specificity 26,32% 15,79% 100% 100% 
Sensitivity 82,89% 78,95% 36,18% 68,42% 
Set 
2 
Specificity 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Sensitivity 63,82% 50,13% 32,89% 63,16% 
Set 
3 
Specificity 100% 100% 100% 100% 
Sensitivity 30,26% 20,46% 26,97% 57,83% 
In the table above we have a measure of performance of the different algorithms used in this process. The 
parameters used on each set are in the table below. 
Table 2: parameter used on each Set of the experimental step 
 DTW HMM 
Set 1 5 maximum step 
20  maximum Euclidean distance  
6 threshold sensitivity 
5 hidden states 
0.1 threshold sensitivity 
Set 2 3 maximum step 
12 maximum Euclidean distance 
3 threshold sensitivity 
10 hidden states 
0.1 threshold sensitivity 
Set 3 2 maximum step 
10  maximum Euclidean distance 
2 threshold sensitivity 
10 hidden states 
0.05 threshold sensitivity 
 
As we can see in the Table 2 we tested different numbers of hidden states and threshold sensitivities in order to 
find the best solution for the HMM algorithm and different numbers of maximum steps, Euclidean distance and 
threshold sensitivities in order to find the best combination for the DTW algorithm. In the process of choosing 
the set of parameters to test the algorithms it was essential the trial and error phase. After trying several 
combinations of parameters these were the most promising. 
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Table 3 : HMM Viterbi ; Set1 
 
In the Table 3, we can see a sample of the results taken. This corresponds to the most interesting table we 
could get. The “unknown” line and column correspond to the situations when no gesture was performed and no 
gesture was recognized, in other word it corresponds to the specificity. 
4. Discussion 
As we can see in the last section, on each test there is an important component referring to the threshold 
applied. There is some importance on this subject because if the threshold is too permissive, the amount of data 
accumulated in the database is too much (false positives) and if the threshold is set too restrictive then we 
won’t recognise the gestures. This is directly correlated to the measure of specificity. As such, the first set of 
the DTW and DTWmean algorithms are not interesting.  
The rest of the tests resulted on 100% specificity which is good. Between these results, the best is the first 
set of the HMM Viterbi algorithm due to the 68,43% of mean sensibility.  
After looking at the Table 3, there is a clear difference in the sensibility of the several gestures. This may be 
due to the more or less perfect recording of those. Most of the times was asked to the participants to act in the 
most natural way because, in the “real world” with people with ASD’s, there isn’t a specific way to perform 
gestures. 
Another conclusion taken after analyzing human gestures is that every time I ask to raise both arms, there 
seems to be a slightly different way to perform the action. The first instinct in how to perform this sometimes 
leads people to raise the arms laterally or frontally. 
5. Conclusions 
A completely autonomous way of recording and analyse the patient’s behaviours is the main reason of this 
study, but the results are not perfect and the surveillance will not give the most accurate results. However it is 
possible to implement a house with this surveillance system. In this house would be living a caregiver with 
patients with ASD and through this system there would be an alarm mechanism to detect abnormal and 
stereotyped behaviours. 
           Performed
Recognized
Raise both 
arms
Raise right 
arm
Raise left 
arm
Applaud Sit Raise
Swipe 
Right
Swipe Left unknown
Raise both 
arms
100,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 5,26% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
Raise right arm 0,00% 94,74% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
Raise left arm 0,00% 0,00% 47,37% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
Applaud 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 21,05% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
Sit 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 73,68% 31,58% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
Raise 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 26,32% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%
Swipe Right 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 94,74% 0,00% 0,00%
Swipe Left 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 89,47% 0,00%
unknown 0,00% 5,26% 52,63% 78,95% 21,05% 42,11% 5,26% 10,53% 100,00%
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With the information retrieved from the intelligent system and the caregiver there is a chance to enhance the 
performance. In conclusion, the system would be one more mechanist that the caregiver would have to 
determine the evolution of the patients through the therapies sessions and the everyday life challenges. 
For the future work there will be tests in patients with ASD for more accuracy of the results in the real life. 
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